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NPS Law, Policy and Other Guidance 
Linda McKay 
 
 
Why did the citizens of San Francisco vote to turn over 500 acres of city parks to the National Park 
Service?  To get some sense of this, we’ve looked at news articles and the voter pamphlet for the 
November 1973 election.  
 
The 1973 voter pamphlet described Proposition F as a “technical resolution allowing the City and 
County of San Francisco to transfer city land to the Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
(GGNRA).” The Argument for Proposition F makes this offer “Support a National Recreation Area 
on your doorstep! Vote for improved park maintenance, better park facilities, better park protection, 
and better parks in our neighborhoods.” 
 
On October 25th, 1973 (a few weeks before the election), the Chronicle ran an article headlined 
“Prop. F—A Vote on Park Land”  
 

“Among those endorsing the proposed transfer is Joseph M. Cavaleery, General manager of the San Francisco 
Recreation and Park Department. “We’ve never had the funds,” he said, “to do the long-desired development of the 
city’s shoreline parks, especially along the ocena and around lands End, where erosion control first of all, is a serious 
problem.” 

 

“. . . William J. Whalen, superintendent of the national recreation area, said the National Park Service intends to 
preserve the general character and present use of the various parks that could be affected by passage of Proposition F. . .  
 

“. . . Although the guide [official voters’ guide] contains no opposition statement, the Civic League of Improvement 
Clubs and Associations has come out strongly against Proposition F. It objects to the park transfer authorization as an 
“attempted give-away which is deterimental to the best, future interestes of San Francisco.” 
 

The league contends that the proposal “is in direct conflict with the desired local control of our recreation and park 
facilities” and argues that they should be kept from becoming “emmeshed in the federal bureacracy in distant 
Washington.”” 
 

It is clear that we hoped to benefit from an economy of scale (managing the GGNRA under one 
jurisdiction) and the deeper pockets of the federal government while retaining recreational rights in 
our city parks.  The warning of the Civic League of Improvement Clubs and Associations sounds 
strangely prescient now.  
 
We do not argue that all land should be used for all purposes. It is entirely appropriate to preserve 
and conserve, but we also need to have recreational outlets.  If the Management Policies of the 
National Park Service preclude active recreation, we have to wonder if this is the agency that should 
be managing our city beaches and parks?   
 
One section of the NPS Management Policies speaks to this very issue:  
 

 “…many forms of recreation enjoyed by the public do not require a national park setting, and are more 

appropriate to other venues.  The Service will therefore …provide opportunities for forms of enjoyment that are 

uniquely suited and appropriate to the superlative natural and cultural resources found in the parks…Defer to 

local, state, and other federal agencies; private industry; and non-governmental organizations to meet the broader 
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spectrum of recreational needs and demands.”(8.2) 

 

There is a resolution to this dilemma – the Park Service can, in fact, manage parks 

differently, depending on the enabling legislation of that park.  In the ANPR document, the 

Park Service fails to tell the public this important fact. The GGNRA enabling statutes 

contain specific recreational language, not contained in the statutes of any other park. 

 

It must also be noted that off-leash recreation was noted as far back as the 1800’s in areas 

now part of the GGNRA. Off-leash recreation was an accepted practice at many parks in 

San Francisco, including Crissy Field, Fort Funston and Fort Baker, and was mentioned at 

the congressional hearings on the formation of the GGNRA.  In the late 1970’s the Park 

Service tried to enforce the leash regulation in these historically off-leash areas and faced a 

huge public outcry, similar to the outcry in January 2001 when they began enforcing it again. 

 

The response in the 1970’s was appropriate – the Park Service drafted a Pet Policy and asked 

the Advisory Commission to hold public hearings to work out the details. The result of this 

effort was the 1979 Pet Policy.  Although it was attached to the general plan in 1980 and 

referred to in correspondence and management plans, it was never promulgated into a 

Section 7 rule. That was an oversight that should be remedied now. 

 

 

 


